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Rationale: In Head of Muir, the planning process contributes towards the identification of a clear focus and 

purpose for learning activities, ensuring that the teacher and the pupils have a clear idea of the knowledge, 

understanding, skills and attitudes to be developed. Planning will involve thinking about the balance of the 

approaches to be used and how these relate to what the teacher knows about the pupils: their interests, 

preferred ways of learning, previous achievements, stage of development, prior learning and attainment. 

Short-term plans will identify more clearly the key skills and knowledge pupils are expected to develop and 

the activities planned for lessons. Planning will provide a sound basis for the assessment of pupils and the 

evaluation of learning and teaching.  

 

Methodology  

The quality of teaching is a crucial factor in promoting effective learning within Head of Muir. Our staff 

recognise that different learners progress at different rates and in different ways. Learning occurs in both 

formal and informal settings within our school and different areas of the curriculum require specific 

learning approaches. 

Teaching approaches will maximise the opportunities available to work directly with pupils in appropriate 

and well planned whole-class, group and individual situations. Active learning will supplement teacher 

input and explanation and pupils will be encouraged, as far as possible, to take responsibility for their own 

learning. 

Many of the planned learning experiences will involve important interaction between teacher and pupil at 

different stages in the learning process. The quality of these interactions between the teacher and 

individuals, pairs, groups or a whole class is an essential and critically important feature of effective 

teaching. 

Effective questioning is a central element of good interactive teaching. Effective questioning also provides 

a platform for effective differentiation, with questions being framed to provide different levels of challenge 

as appropriate. All teachers in our school will e sure that pupils’ o tri utio s are e ouraged a d alued 
in their classes. 

Within, Head of Muir, we will ensure that pupils are provided with the necessary skills and resources 

required to access learning, and to continue learning well into adulthood. This will involve supporting 

pupils in developing learning and critical thinking skills, healthy approaches and study skills. Enterprise and 

education for work activities are essential to this process. 

In planning their teaching approaches, teachers will build in the use of ICT to enrich the teaching process, 

to develop opportunities for sharing responsibilities, to promote independent learning and to support 

pupils’ lear i g. 

 



Learning  

We recognise that each pupil has unique learning needs and is entitled to follow a curriculum which is 

designed to match their circumstances, within the context of national and local guidelines. Differentiation 

of learning will be achieved by pace, content, directed questioning, interactive prompts, task, outcome and 

level. Our teachers are knowledgeable about their pupils and constantly seek to find out how individuals 

are dealing with key learning aims and tasks, how successful they are and what difficulties they are 

meeting. 

The learning opportunities and the pace of learning will ensure that all pupils are challenged at an 

appropriate level within our school. Within the learning, tasks and activities will be matched to the needs 

of individuals. Teachers will consult with pupils about their expectations and support them in contributing 

to setti g a d a hie i g their o  lear i g targets.  The o te ts for lear i g ill refle t pupils’ stre gths 
and interests, previous experiences and future development while taking into account prior learning. The 

range of learning experiences offered will include general classroom activities, acquisition of practical skills, 

field work, visits and opportunities for personal and group research. 

I  pla i g pupils’ lear i g, Head of Muir has o ed to the use of Perso al Profiles. We also ork to 

ensure that all pupils with additional support (ASN), including high attaining pupils, have individualised 

educational targets and programmes in order to ensure that their requirements are appropriately met. 

Pupils will be given responsibility for, and encouraged to be active in, their own learning. They will also be 

given opportunities to work collaboratively in a variety of circumstances involving groups of differing 

composition and size. Homework has an important part to play in reinforcing and exte di g pupils’ 
learning. Approaches to homework are consistent across the school. 

 

Assessment  

The assess e t of pupils’ ork is a  i tegral part of the process of learning and teaching. Assessment 

procedures within Head of Muir are consistent with local and national guidelines and provide pupils and 

tea hers ith a urate i for atio  o  ea h i di idual’s progress. The results of assess e t ill e used to 
plan future programmes of work. Assessment will be integrated into programmes of study or schemes of 

work. Teachers use both summative and formative assessments and recognise that each method has key 

contributions to make. 

We recognise our responsibility for monitoring and tracking pupil progress to ensure appropriate progress 

is being made by each pupil and as a component of our strategies to raise attainment. 

 

The Learning Culture 

Our positi e s hool ethos is argua l  the ost ru ial fa tor i  pro oti g our pupils’ lear i g. Our lear i g 
ulture re og ises ea h i di idual’s pote tial, uilds self estee  a d re ards su ess at e er  le el. The 

ethos within each classroom must be such that pupils are given the opportunity and encouragement to 

succeed and to have access to programmes of learning which match their stage of development. Pupils 

need to feel secure and comfortable in their learning environment. Classroom procedures need to be 

clearly understood and consistently applied. We strive to ensure that our classrooms are purposeful, task-



orientated, relaxed, welcoming and supportive and have a sense of order and achievement. Teachers 

should create a learning environment which is stimulating and challenging and in which pupils are 

motivated to work well and enthusiastically without close supervision. 

Everyone recognises that for children in their early years, play is a powerful vehicle for learning as it is 

during play that the process, context and content of learning are fully investigated. 

 

Resources for Learning  

Successfully managing the learning resources is crucial to efficient and effective pupil learning. A well-

resourced classroom reflects the clarity of purpose that the job of teaching today demands. 

 

Class Organisation  

The main consideration given by Senior Management whilst organising pupils into classes, is to create the 

best conditions for effective learning and teaching. 

Whichever method of classroom organisation is agreed, school management should set out guidance for 

teachers on the best practice in each situation. 

 

Parental Involvement  

Head of Muir Primary recognise parents as the first educators i  a hild’s life a d it is ru iall  i porta t 
that e i ol e pare ts a d arers i  their hild’s lear i g. The ea s  hi h this a  e a hie ed 
i ol e pro idi g regular reports o  pupils’ progress, holdi g pare ts’ ights a d spe ial e e ts hi h 
feature aspects of learning and teaching and maintaining direct contact with parents and carers through 

designated member of staff. 

 

Roles and Responsibilities of Teachers 

Teachers will provide carefully judged provision for individuals or groups of pupils with differing abilities or 

aptitudes, e suri g that all are halle ged at a  appropriate le el. Pupils’ lear i g e perie es ill e 
systematically planned and provided to meet their needs in all areas of the curriculum. Teachers will work 

to create a classroom atmosphere which promotes high standards of attainment and behaviour, and 

fosters mutual respect. They will also encourage pupils to devise their own learning targets. Roles and 

responsibilities of support staff. 

Support staff will work in co-operation with the head teacher and class teachers to provide effective 

additional support for particular pupils. They will give advice and contribute to the planning process for 

learning and teaching. 

 



Roles and Responsibilities of the Head Teacher, the Management Team and Staff with Key 

Responsibilities 

The Head Teacher, the Management Team and staff with key responsibilities will manage learning and 

teaching throughout Head of Muir, ensuring a consistency of approach. They will provide appropriate 

support for teacher in the management of learning and teaching and will set out a clear strategy for raising 

standards in learning and teaching, attainment and achievement. Our Quality Assurance Process will 

include monitoring and evaluating across the school. We report regularly on the quality of learning and 

teaching as part of our Standards and Quality Report. 

 


